CPS LEADERSHIP TRAINING – CALICUT

Organised By LEDS

Training Number – 15

Date: 2012 September 11, 12 & 13

Venue: Youth Hostel, Calicut
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Ice Breaking Session

LEDS Co-ordinator Explaining about CPS, Federations and Training
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Dr. P K Bala Krishnan taking motivational session

Leadership Group Exercise
FOCT Praseeda Demonstrating Coconut Climbing

Participant's Keenly Observing FOCT Praseetha giving demo on coconut climbing
Coconut Handi Crafts Display

Sashikumar of Ilaa who manufactures soda out of coconut water interacting with participants
DOMINIC SUCCESFUL FARMER RESPONDING TO DOUBT FROM PARTICIPANT

CDB CHARGE OFFICER FOR CALICUT MRIDULA EXPLAINING ABOUT CPS SCHEMES AND PROGRAMS
Agriculture Officer Nassir taking session

Coconut Leaf Based craft making demo by Mr Vasu
First Days Review By Participant

Game to demonstrate working as a team for a venture
Participant Offering thanks to Hameed - Tender Coconut Parlour owner who explained about the potential of tender coconut farming and trade

Prasad of Homeshop Community Marketing Network explaining about local marketing strategies
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Marketfed officer Prabhakaran Explaining About Copra Procurement by Marketfed

Industries Officer Narayanan Explaining About Project Preparation
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Bobby Management Trainer taking session on team building and shared vision

Stress Management Session
Shared Vision and Team Building Session

Unni Gopalan explaining about zero budget natural farming
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Action Plan Explanation

Action Plan Presentation
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Experience Sharing Inside Bus During Field Trip

Board At Successful Farmers Plot
Field Trip

Traditional Copra Dryer Visit During Field Trip
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Successful Farmer Dominique Explaining About Intercrop

Farm Visit
Vermi Compost Unit at Succesful Farmers Plot

Visit to Enterprise Doing Small Scale Value Addition in Coconut
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

B M Coconut Complex Visit

Modern Coconut Dryer and Oil Mill visit at Heartonica and Malanad unit of Tiruvambadi Marketing Society
LEDS
Local Economic Development Society
1- CRWA, Subash Nagar, Edappally, Cochin – 682024
Contact +91 9446 363250
ledsinfo@ledsonnet.com